
In this unprecedented year of 2020, a lot of

companies, industries, and workers have been

severely affected due to worldwide shutdowns and

layoffs. One of the biggest industries impacted has

been the theme park industry. The requirement for

social gatherings to occur in order for the industry

to thrive has severely damaged the revenue that

companies normally receive every year. Disney

alone lost billions of dollars during the last nine and

a half months of 2020 from their theme park

closures, and - according to the most recent

announcement - a total of 32,000 cast members

working in their parks all around the world will

have been laid off by the end of March 2021.

Smaller theme parks like King’s Island, Six Flags,

and Cedar Point are really taking a hard hit as they

already had lower attendance numbers in

comparison to larger corporations like Disney and

Universal. Not only has COVID-19 had an impact

on the revenue and the workers employed in theme

parks around the globe, but it has also had an

impact on how theme parks are visited. For

example, say you’d like to go visit a theme park

right now. You’ll be initially greeted with a

temperature screening, followed by a trip through

security where you’ll be reminded to keep your face

mask on at all times throughout your visit.

Handwashing stations and hand sanitizer

dispensers are the first things to greet you when

you enter the gate of the park as a constant 

Dominick Civitano, a current member of TPED, recently

went viral on TikTok with his own custom-made magic

band reader (@domthebuilder). In the video, Dominick

shows his process for designing and 3D printing a magic

band reader that, once scanned with a magic band, lights

up his Christmas tree. At the time of writing this article,

the video has amassed over 1.3 million views. This project

took him over ten weeks to complete. Dominick has also

created a moving Luxo Jr. Pixar lamp and a retractable

Iron Man helmet. But Dominick hasn't been the only one

working on projects. Over the summer, Ethan Kaplow

participated in STEP, also known as the "Student Themed

Entertainment Project." Students in themed entertainment

clubs from all around the world came together to design

their own theme park. Each student worked with a team

to design a different aspect of the park. For Ethan, that

was creating a roller coaster to fit the theme of one of the

lands. When asked about his involvement, Ethan said that

"as a team, we wrote the story, designed the building and

queue layout, built the ride layout on NoLimits, made

concept art to fit the theme, and much more." A

presentation on their attraction can be found at this link:

https://youtu.be/Poxbvr42qQQ. Many TPED students

were able to find ways to continue their passion of

designing this semester, despite the unfortunate

circumstances of the year.

// Written by Jack Loub

Design to innovate. Design to thrill.

 
Ken Christie (former Disney Imagineer). We hosted several

virtual game nights and even a Hotbox Pizza fundraiser.

Everyone received newly designed t-shirts, and even our

website was revamped. One of the highlights of the semester

was our design competition in which teams were given a ride

type, a theme, and thirty minutes to pitch their idea. Our last in-

person event was a thrilling game of TPED jeopardy, and our

final event of the year was a 24-hour virtual design challenge in

Roller Coaster Tycoon, Planet Coaster, and other platforms.

Despite not being able to travel, TPED was able to accomplish a

lot this semester. 

// Written by Jack Loub

reminder to keep your hands clean for the safety of

others, and if you look down you’ll see that spaces

are marked on the ground as queue markings for

people waiting in line for attractions, food, and

merchandise. Safety is the first and foremost

priority for theme parks to meet, and they are

doing their very best to stay operating while also

keeping employees and visitors as safe as possible.

Looking to 2021, the industry has high hopes that

they will thrive and recover, and so do all of the

theme park lovers around the world.

// Written by Ashlynne Ross

What does a theme park club do when they cannot visit

theme parks? A lot, actually! Even with this difficult

year,  TPED has done a lot of interesting things. After

our Zoom callout event introduced us to a lot of new

faces, our first in-person general meeting brought back

some familiar ones for some TPED trivia. Our TPED

"speed dating" event gave new members the chance to

get to know older members. We had Zoom calls with

industry professionals to hear their insight, such as

Adam Kingsley (VP of Attractions at Universal) and
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